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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Scope of the Thesis 

The purpose of this work is to present some of the systems 

of circuit logic incorporated into the National Cash Register 

Company's Digital Computer Model 102-A, hereafter to be referred 

to as the CRC 102-A Digital Computer. The sequential states, 

through which the computer passes in performing certain primary 

functions, are correlated with the logic circuits. These states 

are illustrated in Figure 1 by means of a flow diagram. 

At Texas Technological College there is available, in 

two volumes, the operation manual for the CRC 102-A Digital 

Computer. Volume I contains descriptive data, installation 

procedures, explanation of the theory of operation, and operating 

maintenance instructions. Volume II contains schematics, logical 

networks and equations, and block explanations of the computer 

operation. The data contained in these manuals is so condensed 

as to provide only a fully qualified person the Information 

necessary for the operation and maintenance of the computer. 

Superscripts refer to similarly numbered entries in 
the list of references. 
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Hence, the problem of using the computer for Instructional purposes 

is somewhat hampered by the lack of detailed information concerning 

the basic processes. The purpose of this study is to provide a 

more detailed treatment of the material concerning the principles 

of operation of the computer. This study will cover some of 

the blocks of the Program Counter Flow Diagram essential to the 

operation of the computer. 

Definitions of Terms 

There is a basic terminology that should be understood 

before proceeding with the analysis. The definition of the 

most Important terms to be used in the report as as follows s 

AND Gate - A circuit that functions such that all Inputs must 

be energized before the output is energized. 

Binary Digit - A digit of a binary niunber, either 0 or 1. 

Bit - A binary digit. 

Buffer Register - An eight-word recirculating line register, 

designated by the letter "J" in the 102-A. It acts as a 

buffer between the magnetic tape or the IBM cards and the 

main memory of the computer. It may also be used as an 

eight-word extension of the main memory. The addresses 

of the buffer cells are 2000 through 2007. 

Cathode Follower - An electronic tube and associated circuit, 

functioning as an in-phase amplifier, used for decoupling 

a load from an input to prevent loading of this input. 



Clock - The basic timing pulses of the computer, consisting of 

4.2 timing pulses per word, repeated 64. times per drum 

revolution and magnetically recorded in duplicate on two 

channels of the revolving memory drum. The clock rate in 

the CRC 102-A Computer is approximately 107KC. 

Computer - A device which can accept information and supply 

information. This supplied Information is derived from 

the input information by means of a process of logic. 

Control Console - The computer operator's control panel and 

a modified flexowriter. 

Counter - A group of flip-flops logically connected to indicate 

a numerical sequence. 

Decision or "K" Flip-flop - The flip-flop which determines at 

the end of a block whether the program counter will count, 

skip, or stick. 

Digital Computer - A computer in which information, numerical 

or otherwise, is represented by means of combinations of 

characters. Thus, a digital computer is one which makes 

explicit use of a language or set of symbols. 

Diode - An electronic component having a high Impedance to 

current flow in one direction, and a low impedance to current 

flow in the opposite direction. 

Driver - A D-C amplifier connected to the output of a flip-

flop or a logic network to supply sufficient current to 
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drive several logic networks. The driver also performs 

the logic operation of negation through phase inversion. 

Drum - The information storage device or memory of the computer, 

consisting of a cylinder with a magnetic surface, revolving 

on its verticeil axis, and on which information is recorded 

or from which information can be played back in the form 

of positive or negative pulses by means of electromagnetic 

read or write heads. 

False - State of a proposition when the voltage is at the lower 

of two logical reference levels e. g., 100 volts in the CRC 

102-A Computer. 

FlexoTrfriter - The trade name of an automatic electric typewriter, 

manufactured by Commercial Controls Corporation, used in 

slightly modified form as an input-output device for the 

CRC 102-A Computer. 

Flip-flop - A multivibrator which has two stable states and 

ordinarily two input terminals, or two types of input 

signals, each of which corresponds to one of the two states. 

This circuit remains in either state until caused to change 

to the other state by application of the corresponding 

. , 2 
signal. 

Gate - A circuit having an output and a multiplicity of Inputs 

so designed that the output is energized if and only if 

a certain definite set of input conditions are met. 

Main Memory - The 16 channels in the main memory section of 



the drum. These channels contain 102^ cells identified 

by octally numbered addresses from 0000 to 1777. The first 

two octal digits specify the channel number and the last 

two digits specify the sector number. 

Marker - A binary state of true inserted within a word on a 

register to reference that particular bit for future use, 

usually to cause the occiirrence of some operation at the 

bit time following the marker. 

Matrix - A network of diodes and resistors combined in such a 

way so as to generate a set of outputs, each of which 

corresponds to a specific combination of inputs. 

Memory - The storage facility within the computer, in the form 

of a magnetic drum, into which information can be introduced 

and then extracted at a later time. 

OR Gate - A circuit that functions such that at least one of 

the Inputs must be energized before the output is energized. 

Program Counter - The electronic circuitry within the computer, 

consisting of nine flip-flops (N-L-Ng) and associated circuitry 

that determine which of several operations the computer is 

performing at a given time. The program counter functions 

automatically in accordance with the sequence of programmed 

commands. 

Register - A cell or group of cells outside of the main memory, 

which are used in the performance of particiilar operations 

in any given program. In the CRC 102-A Digital Computer 



the E, F, G, and H Registers are one-word registers. The 

J (Buffer) Register contains eight words. 

Sampling Clock - A series of 1.3 microsecond pulses synchronized 

with the clock and used in the recirculating register read 

circuits to eliminate the effects of the record transients 

Induced in the read winding by pulses in the nearby record 

winding. 

Sector - One of the peripheral elements into which a channel 

of the memory drum is divided. There are 64. sectors in 

each channel. 

Skip - A non-consecutive change in the program counter con

figuration. This is possible in the CRC 102-A only if the 

Decision Flip-flop is in a true state. 

Stick - The repetition of a given block in the program counter 

sequence when the Decision Flip-flop is true. During the 

stick operation no change is made in the program counter 

configuration until K is set false for counting to the 

next block. 

Word - The basic data unit within the computer. This may be 

either a number or command contained in a single cell. 

Word Channel - A special channel used to identify the 6ii sectors 

of the memory drum and whose output is called M.,,, This 

channel is numbered octally 00 through 77 in the least 

significant octal digits of each of the three possible 
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address positions and serves to Indicate the time when any 

desired sector comes under a read or write head. 

The basic building blocks of logic circuits are AND and 

OR Gates. They function in the following manner: 

In the case of the AND Gate, if voltage pulses are applied 

to any combination of the n inputs the circuit will emit a 

voltage pulse essentially equal to the lowest of the input voltages. 

E 

y Output 

Figure 2 AND Gate 

In the case of the OR Gate, if voltage pulses are applied 

to any combination of the n Inputs, the circuit will emit a 

voltage pulse essentially equal to the highest input voltage. 

1 2 3- - n 

Output 

Figure 3 OR Gate 

A method of notation peculiar to the mathematics of Boolean 

Algebra will be used in representing the outputs of such circuits. 
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A description of this notation appears in Appendix A, 

Procedure 

In order to evaluate the operation of the computer, the 

program counter blocks of the Computer Flow Diagram will be 

aneCLyzed individually in this thesis. These analyses explain 

the function of each particular block in the computer operation. 

Included in the analyses will be circuit diagrams of particular 

block operations and a written correlation of the circuit diagrams 

with these operations. 

In conclusion all of the block analyses will be summarized 

by correlating them into the sequence through which the computer 

passes in performing some operations of logic. 
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CHAPTER II 

DETAILS OF THE FILL AND DIVIDE ROUTINES 

This chapter will be devoted to the individual analyses 

of those blocks of the Computer Flow Diagram essential to the 

Fill and Divide Operations. These analyses will correlate the 

sequential states of these computer operations with the basic 

systems of circuit logic. 

Information is Inserted into the computer by means of 

the flexowriter. This process is described in detail in Volume 

1 of the operation manual. For this reason, a similar treat

ment is not Included in the thesis. However, the computer code 

for each flexowriter-to-computer input setting is essentieil to 

the analysis of some blocks. Table 1 contains this code. 

Each block performs some data retention processes known 

as register recirculations. In order to avoid extensive repetition, 

this function is analyzed separately. 

Register Recirculation 

In the CRC 102-A provision is made for the retention 

of stored data. This is the recirculation of the E, F, G, H, 

and J Registers in certain blocks. The recirculation systems 

of all of these registers are essentially the same; therefore, 

only the recirculation of the E Register will be described in 

detail. Slight differences in the systems of the other registers 

10 
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Flexowriter 
Key Characters 

0 

1 

2 

3 

-4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

+ 

-(Neg) 

*5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Control Symbols 

f 

d 

0 

-(Hyphen) 

Tab 

S 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

\ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

A^ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

Computer Flip-flop State 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

Table 1 - Flexowrlter-to-Computer Input Setting 
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will be described as they occur. 

An electrical schematic of the E Recirculating Line 

is shown in Figure 4. From this it is seen that the E Register 

Read Head reads the information from the memory drum. The 

signal then proceeds through a series of five flip-flops which 

delay the signal five bits or pulse-times. In the case of the 

F, H, and J Registers this delay is only two pulse-times long. 

The delayed logical voltage, E5, is then supplied to the record 

circuit through diode 2(10J) in conjunction with PCSl, through 

diode 2(9J), and (̂ 62 + 512 + 532 + 561)', through diode 2(|2fj). 

As will be seen from the circuit diagram, PCSl is always 

true when the sequence is in Block 0. Hence, diodes 3(25X), 

3(31X), and 3(32X) pass a signal to a Dual 12AT7 Cathode Follower 

TC/i-B8 when the sequence is in Block 0, Simultaneously, diodes 

3(25W) and 3(31W) pass a true logical voltage to the same Dual 

Cathode Follower TC4.-B8. Both of these OR gates are not necessary 

for this particular operation, but are present due to other 

requirements of the logical network. However, eiither of the 

OR gates will cause PCSl to appear true to diode 2(9J) in the 

AND gate. 

Since the signal is not in Program Counter Blocks ii62, 

* This diode notation refers to that particular diode's 
location within the computer: Board No. 2, Column 10, row J 
for 2(10J). 
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u 
512, 532, or 561, a true proposition is applied to diode 2(j2fj). 

As PCSl is also true at all times in Block 0, the output of 

the AND gate will correspond to the E5 proposition applied 

to diode 2(10J), This proposition is then applied through 

diodes 2(llJ) and 2(22J) to a Dual 12AT7 Cathode Follower, 

The logical product of EQ and C is formed by an AND gate, diodes 

4.(54.E) and 4(53E). Next the logical voltage is supplied to a 

Clamped Flip-flop 12BH7 which returns the signal to its original 

phase, in which form it is recorded on the drum by means of a 

5687 Record Circuit and a Record Head, 

It should be noted that six bits are contained within 

the recirculation line at one time. The Read and Record Heads 

are spaced thirty-six bits apart on the drum. Thus, the total 

capacity of the E Recirculating Line is forty-two bits or one 

word. This is illustrated in Figure 5. Point A denotes the 

beginning of a word on 

the register. The drum 

revolves from the Record 

Head towaird the Read Head. 

At time t^ a bit is read 

. ^ « /Record 
^<a€fef\\/^ 26 bits, 

from the drum. Six pulse 

times later the flip-flop 

in the record circuit receives 

this bit, and the Record Head begins to write on the drum. It 

should be noted that Point A has moved six bits past the Read Head. 

Figure 5 
Register Recirculation 
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Correspondingly, Point C is now under the Record Head, Point 

C corresponds to the first bit in the next sector of one word 

time on the drum. Thus, the recirculation of the E register 

limits the contents of this register to one word. 

Fill Routine 

The entire Fill Routine of the computer will now be 

presented in considerable detail through the analyses of the 

program counter blocks. 

When information is inserted in the computer, it auto-

maticedly begins a sequence to perform certain operations as 

determined by the input information. 

In the analyses it xd.ll be noted that if the K Flip-flop 

is in a false state at the end of a word-time, the logic of the 

Program Counter Flip-flops N^-NQ causes them to operate as a 

nine-digit binary counter, advancing one digit at the end of 

the word. If the K Flip-flop is in a true state, the program 

counter flip-flops are forced into a non-consecutive pattern 

determined by the previous program counter state or number. 

Block 0 

In Block 0 the K Flip-flop is set false (turned off) 

by means of the circuit shown in Figure 6. Diodes ii(l50), 

A(l60), and ̂ (̂170) form a logical product SKO which is passed 

through two OR gates, diodes A(U0) and A(130), and a Dual 12AT7 

http://xd.ll
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Cathode Follower to form a product with the clock through an 

AND gate, diodes A(53P) and A(54P). 

I k 
<110 180* 

-4(150)^4(160)1 IJxToTAilAO^ 
T T4(130), 

i680* 

20267010 
Dual 12AT7 
C. Follower 
TCA-AQ 

i^4(53P^'^4(54P) 

Figure 6 
gk Logic for Program Counter Block 0 

In the logical product SKO, the S represents a quantity 

known as the Flexowriter Sum. This sum goes to the higher of 

two logical voltages (true) when any of the flexowriter keys 

are struck. The 0 represents the configuration of the program 

counters in Block 0. When the program counters are in this 

phase N]̂  through No are in a false or off-state and therefore 

the logical product Nj^N^N'N'N'N^N^m is true. The resultant 

false state of the K Flip-flop causes the program counters to 

count into Block 1 by turning the N^ Flip-flop on according 

to the logical product K'N'2(P20^2)X', 

Block 0 is entered by skipping from Block 24., /̂ O, or 

231 where K is set true. If the K Flip-flop is in a false 

state when the machine is turned on, the computer will auto

matically pass through a sequence of events which terminate 

through one of these blocks. When K remains true in Block 0 
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the program counter configuration is not changed. This is known 

as sticking and the computer will stick in Block 0 until such 

time as the K Flip-flop is triggered false. 

Block 1 

In Block 1 a test is made to determine whether the input 

information is a character or a control symbol. It should be 

noted in Table I that all characters are represented with the 

Ac Flip-flop in a false state, and that in all of the control 

symbols A^ is in the true state. The test is performed by 

the K Flip-flop, Whenever A5 is in a true state, K will be set 

false for the count out to Block 2. When A_ is in a false state, 

representing a character, the K Flip-flop is set true and causes 

a program counter skip to Block 4I where the information is 

stored in the E Register, 

The K Flip-flop is set true by the logical product Ai(l)C. 

If Al is false, 1, e., A_ is true, then the K Flip-flop is not 

triggered to a true state and K remains in the false state in 

which it entered Block 1 from Block 0, The portion of the logic 

network that performs this operation is illustrated in Figure 7. 

The portion of the network with an output denoted as Block 1 

is part of the Program Counter Matrix Network, 

In skipping to Block U , Program Counter Flip-flop N^ is 

triggered to a true state according to the logical product 

K(l)X'P 0 C, The X' term represents a proposition that is true 
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130' 

\t4(40q) 

\so' 

B/ocH I 

:k3(isK) 680' 

a 

^sX^X^J 

Z0Z67OIO 
OUALIZAT7 

cfOLLowek 
TC4-AI0 

4(50d)s^ 4(510) 

/V;A/;A/;A/; 

Figtire 7 - Block 1 Decision Flip-flop Logic 

if a test switch on the computer is turned off, as it is under 

normal operating conditions. The proposition represented by 

this logical product comes true in the last bit of the word-time 

(PpO,-) of Block 1, Therefore, the program counter configuration 

will be changed synchronously with the completion of one word-time 

of the E, H, and J Registers recirculation. 

The information which is already in the computer must be 

retained. For this reason the E, H, and J Registers are recirculated 

in Program Counter Block 1. The F and G Registers are not 

recirculated, for they should not contain any information when 

the computer is in this block. 

Block Al 

This block is entered from Block 1 when the information 

contained in the A Flip-flops is character in nature as indicated 

by the A- Flip-flop. 
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The function of Block 41 is to transfer the character 

content of the A Flip-flops into the E Register. This is 

accomplished by having the E Register Record Flip-flop follow 

A^. The A^ Flip-flop follows k^i the k^ Flip-flop, A.; the A 

Flip-flop, either E^ or A,; and the A Flip-flop, E^. The A, 

Flip-flop follows either A. or E^ according to the logical sum 

(EgA^' + A.A^). In Block 43 it will be noted that the A^ Flip-

is set true if decimal numbers are to be filled and false if 

octal numbers are to be filled. Hence, if the numbers are of 

octal significance the Ao Flip-flop follows Ec, and if they are 

of decimal significance, the A Flip-flop follows the A Flip-flop, 

3 4 

The E Register is recirculated through the A Flip-flops, This 

process shifts the information in this register one digit (octal 

or decimal) filling the contents of the A Flip-flops into the 

least significant digit place. The H and J Registers are also 

recirculated in this block. 

The state of the K Flip-flop is true throughout Block 41 

causing the program counter to skip into Block 40, 

Block 40 

Block 40 is the phase through which the computer returns 

to Block 0 in performing fill operations. The primary function 

of this block is to clear the A Flip-flops, A^ to A^, preparing 

them for the next programmed symbol. Therefore, these flip-flops 

are set false in Block 40 according to the logical product 0^(40)0. 
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The E, H, and J Registers are recirculated during the 

word-time of this block. The purpose for this, is to retain 

any information which has been placed in them during the fill 

operation. 

The K Flip-flop is true throughout the block causing 

a program counter skip to Block 0. This skip is the result 

of the logical product K(40) P2O13C which triggers Program Counter 

Flipnflop N, to a false state. 

Block 2 

It is seen in the analysis of Block 1 that if the contents 

of the A Flip-flops represent a control symbol, the computer 

passes into Block 2. This block of the Program Counter Sequence 

includes a test on A of the A Flip-flops. 
4 

All of the control symbols except f contain the binary 

digit one in A.. Thus, by having the K Flip-flop triggered true 
4 

in Block 2 only if A. is false, a test is performed on A . In 
4 4 

other words, if A. is in the false state the K Flip-flop is 
4 

triggered true according to the logical product A' (2)C. When 

K is true at the end or last bit P2O2.3 °^ Block 2, the program 

counter configuration skips to Block 54. In this operation. 

Program Counter Flip-flop Ng is turned off and flip-flops N^, 

N,, and N, are turned on by the true state of the Decision Flip-
4 0 

flop. A true state of the A Flip-flop leaves K false which 

causes the program counter to count consecutively to the next 

block. 
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The E, H, and J Registers are recirculated so that they 

will retain their Information. The F and G Registers do not 

recirculate, for no pertinent information should be stored 

there at this stage of a given program. 

Blocks 54-57 

These blocks function so as to shift the contents of the 

E Register four octal or decimal digits to the left. This is 

accomplished by Inserting the A Flip-flops into the E Line. 

The E Record Flip-flop follows A. j the A, Flip-flop, A^j the 

A Flip-flop, A 0 the A Flip-flop, either A, or E^; and the A, 

Flip-flop, Ec. It should be noted that the A, Flip-flop is set 

according to either the A Flip-flop, for decimal significance, 
4 

or the E- proposition, for octal significance. This significance 
5 

is indicated by the state of the A, Flip-flop (see Block 43). 

The effect of this operation is to fill either twelve or sixteen 

binary zeros into the E Register. 

In Block 54 the K Flip-flop is set false causing the program 

counter to count through these blocks. This flip-flop is set true 

in Block 57 which causes the program counter to skip to Block 40 

at the end of this series of information shifting. 

While the computer is passing through this sequence, the 

H and J Registers are recirculated. A total period of four word-

times is required for the computer count through Blocks 54, 55, 

56, and 57. Thus, these registers are recirculated four ti-es. 
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once in each of the blocks. 

Block 3 

In this block the A Flip-flops are tested for the control 

symbols d and o. In order to reach Block 3, flip-flops A. and A^ 

must be in a true state. This leaves only five control propositions 

reaching Block 3 (d, o, hyphen, tab, and s). Of these, only d and 

o have A^ in a false state. Therefore, the K Flip-flop is set 

according to the logical product A-'(3)C. When A_' is in a true 

state the K Flip-flop is set true to cause the program counter 

to skip into Block 43. If the A Flip-flop is true, the K Flip-

flop is left false from the count in from Block 2 and will cause 

a count out to Block 4. 

In Block 3 the E, H, and J Registers are recirculated 

for essential data retention. 

Block 43 

This block determines whether the information to be filled 

into the computer is of decimal or octal significance by setting 

the A^ Flip-flop according to the state of the A^ Flip-flop, For 

the control symbol d, designating decimal characters, the A^ 

Flip-flop is true and A^ is set true. For the control symbol o, 

the A Flip-flop is false and A, is left false. It should be 

noted that if no digit significance is denoted in a given program, 
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the computer will fill octally, the A^ Flip-flop being false. 

In this block the H and J Registers are recirculated. • The 

fact that the E Register is not recirculated causes it to be cleared 

in preparation for the next character, 

K is left true throughout this block which causes the program 

counter to skip into Block 40 at the end of one word-time. 

Block 4 

Hyphen, tab, and s are the only control symbols which cause 

the computer to pass through this block. Of these, only the hyphen 

leaves A^ false. In Block 4 the K Flip-flop is set true by the 

logical product A '(4)C. Thus, when A^' is true, the program 

counter is caused to skip into Block 44. When A^ is true, the 

K Flip-flop remains false and causes a consecutive count into 

Program Counter Block 5. During the one word-time of Block 4 the 

E, H, and J Registers are recirculated. 

Block 44 

The function of this block is to transfer the contents 

of the E Register into the H Register, This is accomplished by 

gating the contents of the E Register to the H Register Record 

Flip-flop according to the logical product (44)E^. The Buffer 

Register is the only register recirculated during this word-time. 

Hence, the other registers are cleared. 

The Decision Flip-flop K is in a true state throughout 
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this block. At the last bit time of the block, this causes the 

program counter configuration to change to that of Block 40, 

Block 5 

Only the control symbols tab and s cause the computer 

to pass through Block 5. In this block the computer functions 

so as to distinguish between these symbols. If the symbol in 

question is tab. A, Is false. K is set according to the logical 

product A.'(5)0. Hence, the program counter skips into the Put-

Away Routine through Block 45. Alternatively, if the symbol is 

s» A- is true, and K is left false throughout this block. In 

this case the program counter counts into Block 6 to begin the 

Command Look-up Sequence. In Block 5 the E, H, and J Registers 

are recirculated. 

Block 45 

The control symbol tab sends the computer through this 

block. This control symbol "tells" the computer to transfer the 

contents of the E Register into the main memory or Buffer Register 

as designated by the address of m. of the H Register. 

In Block 45 the channel of the memoiy drum, designated by 

the Op and 0, octal digits of m of the H Register is selected. 

The L Flip-flops are set according to the binary configuration 

of these octal digits. The L̂^ Flip-flop is set according to P̂ Og 

of m of the H Registerj the L. Flip-flop, according to P̂ Ogl the 
3 
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L3 Flip-flop, according to PgOg; the L^ Flip-flop, according to 

PQO^; and the L̂  Flip-flop, according to P^O,. These propositions 

are then applied to the Channel Selector Matrix. The outputs of 

this matrix are connected to their corresponding record circuits. 

Thus, the proper channel of the memory drum is selected. 

The E, H, and J Registers are recirculated while the computer 

is in Block 45. The K Flip-flop is set false in 0 of this block, 

causing the program counter to count to Block 46 at the end of one 

word-time. 

Block 46 

In this block the sector selection of the Tab Put-Away 

Sequence is performed. The K Flip-flop is set according to the 

coincidence of octal digits 0,. and 0, of m„ of the H Register and 

M . When these tvro propositions do not coincide, the K Flip-flop 
w 

is set time causing the program counter to stick in Block 46. 

Whenever these propositions coincide, the K Flip-flop is left in 

a false state, and the program counter counts into Block 47. The 

K Flip-flop is set to a false proposition in ^2^2.3 °^ ®^°^ word-

time of this block. This proposition occurs too late to cause a 

count into Block 47, but causes K to enter Block 46 in a false 

state. 

If the computer is to record into any of the main memory 

channels, the Record Flip-flop R-̂  is turned on at P̂0-|_3 of the 

last word-time of this block. This proposition is set true at 
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P-,0,.3 because the main memory record flip-flops follow E . In 

Block 46 the E, H, and J Registers are recirculated. 

Block 47 

The leist phase of the Put-Away Sequence is performed in 

this block. At the beginning of this block the proper channel 

of the memory drum has been selected by the Channel Selector 

Matrix and the Record Head is just passing over the correct 

sector. In Figure 8, a circuit Involved in the Put-Away Sequence 

is shown. The Channel Selector Matrix functions such that all 

possible combinations of the L Flip-flop propositions produce 

outputs. In Figure 8, the portion of this matrix with the logical 

product of L-LpL^L. Lc' (Channel 17) is shoim. This proposition 

is applied to the grid of the appropriate record tube. If 

LLpL-LyLc' becomes true the grid voltage of the tube is raised 

with respect to the cathode voltage. Hence, the channel selection 

has occurred. It should be seen in Figure 8, that the R-̂  Flip-

flop is turned on when K is false in P̂ O-ĵ - of Block 46, Whenever 

R- is true, the record propositions R.̂  ^^^ ^ follow E. and Ey', 

respectively. These propositions are applied to the cathodes 

of all the 6BQ7A Record Tubes. If the Rj. proposition is true, 

current flows in the left half of the dual tube selected by the 

matrix. When Rt is false, R^ will be true and the current 

through the record winding is reversed. In ?^0i^ of Block 47 

the R, Flip-flop is set false. This disconnects the record 
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tube at the beginning of P^O^^ by setting the complimentary 

functions R^E^ and R,_Ê « false, eliminating any current through 

the 6BQ7A Record Tube. 

Whenever the contents of the E Register are being recorded 

into the J Register, the record head follows E-. If the J 
5 

Register is not recording, it recirculates. During Block 47, 

the H Register is recirculated. The K Flip-flop remains false 

throughout this block causing the program counter to count into 

Block 50. At P203̂ 3 of Block 47, it is triggered true to enter 

Block 50 in this state. 

Block 50 

In this block the H-Register Record Flip-flop is set 

according to the following logical equations! 

HQ = (50)[(H2K' + H2'K)(Oo_3) + H20^_i3] 

The logical sum (H2K' + H2'K) causes a one to be added to the 

1113 section of the H Register. A process similar to this is 

described in detail in the analysis of Block 10, In 0^^ of 

this block, the K Flip-flop is triggered true causing the program 

counter to skip to Block 40, 

Divide Routine 

The CRC 102-A Digital Computer solves many types of 

problems through arithmetic operations. Since the logic circuits 

used in these operations are similar, only the division operation 
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will be considered in detail. 

Initiation of computer action on any problem is provided 

by the control symbol s. This control symbol causes the program 

counter to count through Blocks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

Block 6 

The s is the only control symbol causing a consecutive 

count of the program counter into Block 6. In Program Counter 

Blocks 6, 7, and 10 the command is "looked up". The memory 

address of this command has been stored in w. of the H Register, 

In Block 6 the proper channel of the main memory, corresponding 

to the 0^ and 0« octal digits of m„ of the H Register, is selected 

by a process similar to that described in Block 45. The L Flip-

flops are set according to 0/ and 0„. The L, Flip-flop being 

set according to the P 0, bit; the Lp Flip-flop, according to 

the P,0, bit; the L- Flip-flop, according to the ¥^0^ bit; the 

L Flip-flop, according to the P̂ O.̂  bit; and the L^ Flip-flop, 

according to the P,0^ bit. These propositions are applied 

through the Channel Selector Matrix to the memory read circuits 

as described in Block 47. The H and J Registers are recirculated 

in Block 6. 

The K Flip-flop is set false in Block 6 by the logical 

product 02(PCS29oic)C. This results in a program counter count 

to Block 7. 
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Block 7 

In Block 7 the sector, as designated by the 0 and 0 digits, 

4 5 

is selected. This operation is accomplished by setting the K Flip-

flop according to a coincidence between these octal digits and the 

Word Channel Output M^, When these propositions do not coincide, 

the K Flip-flop is set true according to the logical equation: 

K = (M^^' + M^'H2)(L5'0^_5 + L^'L^'0^)(7 + 15)C 

The resiilt of this proposition is a program counter stick in Block 

7. Whenever the 0^ and 0^ octal digits of the H Register 

coincide with M , the K Flip-flop is not set true. This causes 

the program counter to count to Block 10, Since there are 64 

word sectors on the Word Channel, it is possible for the program 

covinter configuration to remain that of Block 7 for 64 word-

times. At the last pulse-time of each word, K is set false by 

the term X'(7)P20,- in the ̂ k logic. However, this occurs too 

late to cause the program counter to count to Block 10, The 

H and J Registers recirculate in Block 7. 

Block 10 

In this block the last operation in the Command Look-up 

Sequence is performed. This operation is to place the command 

in the H Register. The proper record circuit has been selected 

by the L Flip-flops and the Read Head is just beginning to pass 

over the proper sector of that channel. The H-Reglster Record 

Head follows the following logical sum; 
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HQ = (10)(ML5' •" hhh' * ^5^5^^ 

If the L5 proposition is false, the content of the L FliiKflops 

corresponds to an octal configuration from 00 to 17, channel 

addresses of the main memory. When L^, L,', and L,' are all 

true, a Buffer Register address is indicated. Whenever the 

address is that of the G Register, the L Flip-flops will contain 

the octal digit 30. In this instance, both of the flip-flops 

L, and L^ are in a true state. 

Only the J Register is recirculated in Block 10. Also, 

in this block a one is added to the mp portion of the H Register, 

and this new control number is transferred to the m^ portion 

of the G Register. The m^ and m- portions of the H Register 

are transferred intact to the corresponding sections of the G 

Register, This operation is performed according to the logical 

equations 

Go= (10)[(H2'K+H2K')(0^+05+05+07) + H(0^+05+05+07)'] 

The configuration of DJ of the G Register, as recorded, is the 

logical product of the logical svao. %'K + H2K' and the octal 

pulse 0,, Oc, 0/, or 0„ of Block 10. The effect of this is 

best Illustrated by the use of a numerical example. Let us 

assume that the control number, digits 0^ through O7 of the 

H Register, is 111 111 H I 101. Then H' is 000 000 000 010. 

The K Flip-flop is automatically set true in 0^ of Block 10, 

by the proposition 02(PCS29ĵ ) in the K logic, but is later 

triggered false by the proposition Hg'K when H' comes true 
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in P^O^, Therefore, the K Flip-flop configuration during 0, 

through 0^ is 000 000 000 Oil and K' is 111 111 111 100. According 

to the logic equation for G, G^ = H2 if K is false and G^ = H2' 

if K is true. Hence, m2 of the G Register in this special case 

becomes 111 111 111 110 which is m2 of the H Register plus one. 

In the special case in which overflow occurs (m̂  of the H Register 

contains all binary ones) the K Flip-flop will never be triggered 

false, but will remain in a true state causing the program counter 

to skip to Block 434 of the Error-Print Routine. The address 

of m2 of the H Register should never contain all ones because 

there is no memory cell corresponding to this address. Under 

normal operating conditions, the K Flip-flop is set false in 

Block 10 to cause the consecutive count of the program counter 

to Block 11, 

Block 10 is also used as an overflow test block for the 

arithmetic processes and certain other computer operations. 

An example of this is found in the analysis of Program Counter 

Block 116 of the divide process. In Block II6 the A^ Flip-flop 

is set to a true state if overflow has occurred. At the end 

of the division process the quotient is stored in the appropriate 

memory cell. The program counter then skips back to Block 6, 

finds the new control number, and proceeds to look up the next 

command. Upon reaching Block 10, if A^ is true and the overflow 

switch is on (SWo is true), K is set true by the proposition 

(M'L5' + J2'L5)(SWo) A7 (O12 + P1O13). The pulse times P1O13 
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and 0^2 represent the word location of the next command symbol. 

If this symbol is neither 27 or 37 the K Flip-flop is set true. 

This results in a program counter skip to Block 434 to set up for 

error print-out. 

Block 11 

The operands are looked up in Blocks 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 

and 16. Block 11 is the first of the three blocks in the Operand 

1 Look-up Sequence. In this block the L Flip-flops are set according 

to the channel address in m, of the H Register. The L. Flip-flop 

is set according to P 0,^; Lp, according to P20io' ̂ ' according 

to PpO-jQJ L., according to PQO-,., ; and L^, according to P^^ll* These 

propositions are then applied through the Channel Selector Matrix 

to the read circuits. 

The G, H, and J Registers are recirculated in Block 11. In 

this block, all of the A Flip-flops are cleared according to the 

logical product OQ(11)C. The Decision Flip-flop remains false 

throughout this block causing the program counter to count to 

Block 12. 

Block 12 

In this block the second phase of the Operand 1 Look-up 

Sequence is performed. The K Flip-flop is set according to the 

coincidence of the sector digits of m^ of the H Register and M^, 

When these digits do not coincide with M^, the K Flip-flop is 
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set true according to the logical product (M^^2' * ̂ ' ^ 2 ^ (̂ 2) 

(I'5'08-9 •*• ̂ 4'^'°8^» ^^ *he program counter sticks in Block 12. 

If the digits, Og and Og of the H Register, coincide with M the 
' w 

K Flip-flop is left false causing the program counter to count 

to Block 13. K is set false in P2O-L3 of Block 12, This proposition 

occurs too late to cause the program counter to count to Block 

13; however, the K Flip-flop always enters Block 12 in a false 

state. In Block 12 the G, H, and J Registers are recirculated. 

Block 13 

In Block 13 the f i r s t operand i s removed from i t s address, 

in e i ther the main memory or the J Register, and i s placed in the 

E Register . This i s accomplished according to the logical equation: 

EQ = (13) (ML5' + J 2L5L^ 'LL ' + G5L5L )̂ 

This equation s ta tes that the E-Reglster Record Head follows the 

contents of the storage cel l as l i s ted by m̂  of the H Register. 

The address designated by m, of the H Register i s in e i ther the 

main memory, the Buffer Register, or the G Register. In th i s 

block the G, H, and J Registers are recirculated. The K F l ip -

f lop remains false throughout this block, causing the program 

counter to count to Block 14. 

Block U 

In Block 14 the channel of the memory drum, as designated 
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are recirculated. The Deoiaion Plip-flep i i false thr©\jfh<ai4t 

this block. Thus, the program counter is eaused t© ©©̂ aat t@ 

Block 15. 

Block 15 

In Block 15 the sector of the memory druffii In > t̂@h the 

second operand is stored, is selected. An identleal ©peratiea 

i s described in the analysis of Block 7, The K Flip-flop la 

set according to a coincidence between the two least tlgnlft@ant 

octal digits of a , of the H Register and M̂ ,. Wien these d i f i t i 

do not coincide with M , the K Flip-flop is set true and eauaea 

the computer to stick In Block 15. If these digits eoineidt with 

M ,̂ the K Flip-flop i s left false causing the program counter to 

count to Block 16. K i s set false in P2O13 of Block 15 too late 

to change the prograa counter configuration. The E, Q, H, and J 

Registers are lecirciiilated each word-time of this block. As noted 

previoiisly, i t i s possible for these registers to be recirculated 
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by mg of the H Register, is selected. This program counter block 

is a duplication of Block 6 in that the L Flip-flops are set 

according to the first two octal digits of m2 of the H Register. 

The L^ Flip-flop is set according to the P^O^ bit; L,, according 

to the P-̂ Ô  bit; L3, according to the ?20(^ bit; L^, according to 

the PQO,^ bit; and L^, according to the P^O^ bit. These propositions 

are then applied to the appropriate read circuit through the 

Channel Selector Matrix, In this block, the E, G, H, and J Registers 

are recirculated. The Decision Flip-flop is false throughout 

this block. Thus, the program counter is caused to count to 

Block 15. 

Block 15 

In Block 15 the sector of the memory drum, in which the 

second operand is stored, is selected. An Identical operation 

is described in the analysis of Block 7. The K Flip-flop is 

set according to a coincidence between the two least significant 

octal digits of m^ of the H Register and M̂ .̂ When these digits 

do not coincide with M , the K Flip-flop is set true and causes 

the computer to stick in Block 15. If these digits coincide with 

M^, the K Flip-flop is left false causing the program counter to 

count to Block 16. K is set false in P2O13 of Block 15 too late 

to change the program counter configuration. The E, G, H, and J 

Registers are recirculated each word-time of this block. As noted 

previously, it is possible for these registers to be recirculated 
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a total of 64 times. 

Block 16 

In this block the last phase of the Operand 2 Look-up 

Sequence is performed. The operand looked up in this sequence 

is placed in the F Register according to this logical equation: 

F^ = (16) (ML^' + J2L5L^'I^' + G^L^L^) 

The F Register records the operand from the main memory if Le is 

false; from the Buffer Register if L., L •, and L,' are true; 
•^ A 1 

and from the G Register if L5 and L/ are true. Whenever P 0 

of the H Register is false. Indicating that the command is not 

20 through 37, the K Flip-flop is set true causing a skip to 

Block 400, The Decision Flip-flop is re-set to a false state 

in ^-Pyi of the Block 16 Word so that it will enter Block 400 

false. When PiO]̂ 3 of the H Register Word is true, K remains 

false causing the program counter to count to Block 17, The 

E, G, H, and J Registers are recirculated in this block. 

Block 17 

In Block 17 the control number contained in m of the G 

Register i s transferred to m̂  of the H Register. This operation 

i s performed according to the logical equation: 

Ho = (1V)[H2(0^_7)' +05(0^.7)] 

The H-Register Record Flip-flop follows the G Register for the 
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m^ period of the word-time, and recirculates during the remainder 

of the word-time. In this block the E, F, G, and J Registers are 

rec i rcu la ted . The K Flij^flop i s le f t in a false s ta te throughout 

t h i s block causing the program counter to count to Block 20. 

Blocks 20-37 

In these blocks of the Program Counter Sequence, the contents 

of the H Register are tested to determine the conmiand. This test 

is performed by adding a binary one to 0̂ 2 ^'^ ^0°13 °^ *^® ̂  

Register in each block according to the logical product: 

HQ = (20-37) [(H20o_ii) + (H2K' + H2'K)(0i2 + P0O13)], 

and by setting K false according to the logical product: 

^k = H2' (O12 + P0O13) (20-37)C 

Thus, the K Flip-flop is set false in Ô p and PQO^Q, if this 

portion of the H Register is not filled with binary ones, causing 

the program counter to count to the next block. When 0-,2 and PQO-,-

contain all binary ones, K is left true causing the program counter 

to skip to the appropriate block. In the case of the Divide Routine, 

Command 23, the program counter will count through Blocks 20 to 

34. In Block 34, K is left true and causes the program counter 

to skip to Block 114. The K Flip-flop is set true in Og of each 

block according to the logical sum 02(PCS29ij)C. While the 

program counter counts through these blocks, the E, F, G, and 

H Registers are recirculated. 
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Block 114 

The program counter either skips from Block 34 or counts 

from Block 113 to enter this block. When the command is Divide 

and Round-off, 23, Block II4 is entered by the skipping process. 

A count into this block is the result of the Double Divide Command, 

24. In Block 114 various components of the computer are set up 

for the Divide Routine. The A^ and A^ Flip-flops are used to 

retain the signs of the divisor and dividend. A follows the 

logical product ^^{^0^^^ (114)c, in which ?^0^^ denotes the 

sign of the operand. A follows the logical product F (P 0 ) 
6 2 1 12 

(114) C. These flip-flops are set true if the sign is negative 

(see Table 1 page 11). 

The Aj and A7 Flip-flops are set according to the compli

mentary logical products E^'F20Q_^^ and ^^'^2'%-!!' ^°^ example, 

assume that we are in the process of dividing 26 by 30, The 0 

and 0-|̂Q and 0^^ octal digits of the F Register are Oil 000, and 

the same digits of the E Register are 010 110, It should be 

noted that the magnitude of the divisor is greater than the 

magnitude of the dividend. F' and E' are, respectively, 100 

111 and 101 001, The Â  and A_ Flip-flops pass through the 

states 110 Oil, assuming that they entered Block II4 with O^Q 

true. Thus, it should be seen that if the magnitude of the 

divisor is greater than that of the dividend, these flip-flops 

are set true in Block 114. In Block 115, the true state of Â^ 

10 
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i s used to shif t the E Register contents one binary d ig i t to 

the l e f t , increasing the magnitude of the dividend. The A_ 

Fl ip- f lop i s used in conjunction with Block 116 to indicate 

whether overflow {E^>-F^) has occurred. The A Flip-flop i s 

s e t true in th i s block by the product OQ(114)C of the Ag log ic . 

This proposition i s used in Block 115 to inser t A into the E 

Line. In t h i s block the E, F, H, and J Registers are rec i rcula ted . 

The K Fl ip-f lop i s set false according to the logical product 

02(PCS29 , )C, This causes the program counter to count to Block 

115. 

Block 115 

This block performs the actual process of division by over-

5 
and-over subtraction. To perform this operation the E Register 

follows the A_ Flip-flop, which operates according to the comple-
5 

mentary logical equations: 

A5=0'^^^5A^+A^'[A2(E5F2'+E5'F2) +A2' (E5F2+E^'F^') ]} (115)C 

oV°'l3&5V^l'^^V2'-^^5'^2^ +A2'(E5F2+E5'F2')]3 (115)C 

Whenever the A^ Flip-flop is true (F2> E^) the contents of the 

E Register are shifted left one binary digit by inserting the 

A Flip-flop into the E Line. This shift Increases the magnitude 

of the dividend. If A^ is false, when the computer enters Block 

115, the divisor is subtracted from the dividend and the remainder 

is shifted to the left one binary place. This process is best 

illustrated by the following numerical example: Let the dividend 
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Ec be Oil Oil, and the divisor be 010 110, Then E^' and F«' 
5 2 

are 100 100 and 101 001. The logical products E F , E_'F ', 

and E5'F2 are 010 010, 100 000, 001 001, and 000 100. Then 

the logical sums (E5F2' + ^^'^2^ and (E5F2 + ^^'^2'^ become 

001 101 and 110 010. The A^ Flip-flop is set according to the 

complimentary functions E-Fg' and E-'F., and in this case its 

configuration is 110 111, The logical product A2(E_Fp' + E_'Fp) 

is then 000 101 and A2'(E_F2+ ^^^'^2^) is 000 000. Hence, the 
A Flip-flop has a configuration of 001 010, which is the remainder 
5 

of the subtraction shifted one binary place to the left. 

Each time that this block is entered with A false, 

a bineiry one is added to the contents of the G Register and they 

are shifted one binary place to the left according to the logical 

equation: 

Go = (115) [AI'PQOO + A3(POOO)'] 

The A- Flip-flop follows the G^ proposition. This insertion of 

the A- Flip-flop into the G Line, causes the one digit shift 

to the left. At the end of each subtraction operation the A^ 

Flip-flop is set true according to the logical product 0^^(115)C, 

If F is greater than E , the A,. Flip-flop is set true. The A 
2 5 *5 1 

Flip-flop is then set according to the state of Ag in 0^2 °^ 

Block 115, 

The K Flip-flop is set true in Op of this block. It remains 

in this true state until PQO^~ of the G Register becomes true, which 

happens when a marker placed at PgÔ ^ of the G Register has been 
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shifted 36 bits. Hence, the program counter sticks in Block 

115 for thirty-seven word-times. The F, H, and J Registers are 

recirculated in this block. 

Block 116 

In this block the A Flip-flop is tested to determine 

if a double precision operation is to be carried out. The K 

Flip-flop is set according to the state of A . When Â  is 

true, indicating that double precision is required, K is set 

true and causes the program coxmter to skip to Block 134. When

ever the computer is processing a divide and round-off command, 

Aĵ Q is in a false state. In this case, K remains false and 

causes the program coimter to count to Block 117. In Pg^n 

of Block 116, the state of the A- Flip-flop is reversed. If 

A- becomes true overflow is indicated. In this event, an overflow 

pulse is recorded in the E and G Registers according to the 

logical product ^^Q0^2' ^^°' ^ ^2°11 *̂ ® S ^^^P"^^°P ̂ ^ 

set according to A^', If A,' is true, indicating the E^ is 

greater than F2 at the end of Block 115, A^ is set true. This 

proposition is used in Block 117 in the round-off operation. 

The E Register Record Head follows the logical product 

A P^0^2 ^^ *^® ^ Register Record Head follows (A^'A^ + A^A^') 

P,0,2. Thus, the signs of the divisor and dividend, stored in 

A, and A,, are used to indicate the signs of the remainder and 
o 4 
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the quot ient . In Block 116 the H and J Registers are recirculated. 

Block 117 

The primary function of this block is to round-off the 

quotient in the G Register and to place the end results in the 

E Register. This is accomplished by having the E-Reglster 

Record Head follow the logical sum (G-A.' + G^'A,), If A Is 
5 3 5 3 3 

true, this operation adds a binary one to the quotient. When 

kj is false the quotient is transferred Intact to the E Register. 

The A^ Flip-flop is triggered false according to the logical 

product G5'C. The sign of the quotient is transferred to the E 

Register in 0^2 ^ ^ ^i^ of this block. The K Flip-flop is set 

true in Og of this block causing a program counter skip to Block 

134. The H and J Registers are recirculated in Block 117. 

Block 134 

All of the arithmetic processes terminate by a program 

counter skip to this block. The operation performed in this 

block is the selection of the channel designated by the address 

in mo of the H Register, Here, the same methods employed in 

Block 45 are used. The L Flip-flops are set according to the 

Op and 0.. octal digits of the H Register. Lĵ  is set according 

to P0O2; l2» according to P1O25 T^, according to P2O2; L^, 

according to P0O3; and L5, according to P2O3. The output of the 

Channel Selector Matrix then selects the proper record circuit. 
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The A^ Flip-flop is turned off in this block according 

to the logical product 0^(13^)0, The K Flip-flop is set false 

in Og of this block, resulting in the program counter count to 

Block 135. The E, G, H, and J Registers are recirculated during 

Block 134. 

Block 135 

In this block the proper sector of the memory drum is 

selected. This is accomplished by matching the Word Channel 

Output H^ with OQ and Oj of the H Register by the process out

lined in Block 46, If coincidence does not occur, the K Flip-

flop is set true causing the program counter to stick in Block 

135, The K Flip-flop is left false when coincidence occurs. 

When this happens the program counter counts to Block 136, The 

K Flip-flop is set false, in P20i'a» too late to cause the count-

out to Block 136. If information is to be recorded into one 

of the main memory chaimels, the R, Record Flip-flop is turned 

on in PjO^o of Block 135. The E, G, H, and J Registers are 

recirculated in this block. 

Block 136 

In this block, the quotient is transferred from the E 

Register to the main memory cell designated by m^ of the H 

Register. The R, Flip-flop is in a true state for this operation. 

This flip-flop is turned off in P̂ Ô ^ of Block 136 when double 
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precision is not required. If the quotient is being recorded 

into main memory cells, the J Register is recirculated. The G 

and H Registers recirculate in this block. The content of the 

G Register is recorded in the E Register in this block. When 

A^- is true, indicating double precision, K is left false causing 

the program counter to count to Block 137. Whenever A,^ is false, 

the K Flip-flop is set tnie and causes the program counter to 

skip to Block 6 where the next programmed command is looked up. 
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CHAPTER III 

SUMMARY OF LOGIC OPERATIONS 

The blocks analyzed in Chapter II form the flow sequence 

through which the computer passes in performing some problem 

solving operations. These operations of logic are summarized 

in the following text. 

Filling the Computer 

The solution of a problem is dependent upon the avail

ability of basic data defining the problem. For this reason, 

filling is an essential operation in any computer program. 

In the CRC 102-A Digital Computer this basic data is stored 

on the memory drum before the actual problem solving processes 

begin. 

Decimal or Octal Significance 

The CRC 102-A Digital Computer is designed to fill in 

either a decimal or octal mode. Before filling numerical data, 

the appropriate mode is designated by typing the control symbol 

d or o. The control symbol d is distinguished from o, by the 

true state of the A, Flip-flop. The A-̂^ Flip-flop is set according 

to this state of A^, Hence, a true state of the A^ Flip-flop 

indicates the decimal significance of the fill information to follow. 

45 
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Filling the E Register 

Whenever a character is struck on the flexowriter it is 

stored in the E Register. Character significance of the A 

Flip-flops is denoted by the false state of A^. This proposition 

causes the computer to pass through Block 41 where the contents 

of the A Flip-flops are placed in the E Register. Then, the 

flip-flops, A^ through A^, are cleared in preparation for the 

next character. 

In the CRC 102-A Digital Computer, the control symbol f 

causes four zeros to be filled into the E Register. The computer 

recognizes this control symbol by the false state of A and passes 
4 

into the shifting sequence. Each of the blocks, 54 through 57, 

shift the contents of the E Register one octal or decimeuL digit 

to the left, filling in zeros. This is accomplished by inserting 

the A Flip-flops, A, through A,, into the E Line, It should be 

noted from Table 1 on page 11, that all of these flip-flops 

are false for the control symbol f, 

Transferring E to H 

In any program the address of the command must be stored 

in the H Register for future reference. All data is initially 

stored in the E Register; therefore, the address of the command 

must be transferred to the H Register. This operation is de

signated by the control symbol Hyphen, Insertion of this control 

symbol sends the Computer through Block 44 where the contents 
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of the E Register are transferred to the H Register. This is 

accomplished by having the H-Register Record Flip-flop follow 

the logical product (44)E5, AS the E Register is not recirculated, 

it is cleared in preparation for the programmed operations 

chronologically following this sequence. 

Transferring E to the Main Memory or Buffer 

The capacity of the E Register is limited to one word. 

Hence, the contents of the E Register must be transferred to 

the cells of either the main memory, the H Register, or the 

Buffer Register. The control symbol tab designates the transfer 

of data to either the main memory or the Buffer Register. 

Striking the tab key causes the computer to pass through Block 

45. In this block the proper channel of the memory drum, in 

which the E Register contents are to be stored, is selected. 

The computer then passes through Block 46 for sector selection. 

When the storage cell has been located, the contents of the E 

Register are placed there, leaving this register cleared. In 

Block 50, the address listed in m. of the H Register is changed 

to that of the next memory cell. 

A Problem Solving Operation 

The CRC 102-A Digital Computer solves many types of problems 

through arithmetic manipulations. The basic arithmetic operations 

are addition and subtraction. Special applications of these 
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yield multiplication and division. The logic circuitry involved 

in these operations is essentially the same. For this reason 

only the division operation has been considered in this thesis. 

Computation is started by striking the control symbol 

s; whereupon, the computer looks up the command at the address 

held in m^ of the H Register. This command is then placed in 

the H Register. The computer next looks up the first and second 

operands, the addresses of which are now held in m.. and m^ of 

the H Register. These operands are placed in the E and F Registers, 

respectively. While the second operand is being placed in the 

F Register, the computer determines whether the commands are 

from 00 to 17, or from 20 to 37, by setting the K Flip-flop 

according to the state of P,0 of the command. Commands from 

20 to 37 leave K false, causing a program counter count into 

Block 17. Here, the control number held in mg of the G Register 

is transferred to m^ of the H Register. The computer then counts 

through the blocks 20 to 37, adding one to the command in each 

block. When the correct block is reached, indicated by overflow, 

the program counter skips to the appropriate block to perform 

the arithmetic operation. 

The command for division is 23. The computer recognizes 

this command in Block 34, where the K Flip-flop is set false 

causing the program counter to skip to Block 114. In Block 

114 the signs of the operands are stored in A^ and A^, and the 

relative magnitudes of the operands are retained by A^ and A7, 
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At the end of Block 114 the program counter counts to Block 

5 
115, where division by over-and-over subtraction Is performed. 

This process is continued until the thirty-six bit accuracy of 

the G Register is reached. Next, the computer coimts to Block 

117 where the quotient is rounded off and placed in the E Register. 

The K Flip-flop is set true causing the program counter 

to skip into Block 134. All of the arithmetic processes terminate 

by skipping into Block 134. In Blocks 134, 135, and 136 the 

results of arithmetic processes are placed in main memory or 

Buffer Register cells. The address of which cell is contained 

in nu of the H Register, In Blocks 134 and 135 the channel 

and sector are selected. In Block 136 the results, contained 

in the E Register, are placed into the memory cell. 

The Decision Flip-flop is set to distinguish between 

the divide and divide-double routines. In the divide routine, 

K is set true causing the program counter to skip back to Block 

6, In Blocks 6, 7, and 10 the next command is looked up and is 

tested for error print-out. 

",ii3fZ 
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APPENDH A 

Logical circuitry is a method in which the basic decisions 

of logic ("or", "and", "yes", or "no") can be physically realized. 

The logical voltages, high and low, represent true and false 

propositions respectively, or the digits 1 and 0 of Boolean Algebra, 

Primary notations for Boolean Algebra are best illustrated by 

means of a Venn Diagram (See Figure 9). Let I denote the set 

of all points Interior to 

a square. This set of 

points and its various sub

sets will be all the points 

under consideration. Let 

X denote the set of all 

Figure 9 Venn Diagram A-1 points Interior to a circle, 

X will be a subset of I, Similarly, denote subsets Y and Z. Then 

the basic Boolean notations are defined as follows: 

1. X+Y+Z reads X or Y or 

Z, and means all of the points 

in all three. This is known 

as a logical sum. A physical 

realization of this is an OR 

circuit with Inputs X, Y, 

Figure 10 Venn Diagram A-2 and Z. 
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Figure 11 Venn Diagram A-3 
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2. XYZ reads X and Y and 

Z, and means only the set 

of points common to X, Y, 

and Z. This is known as 

a logical product. The 

AND circuit is an electronic 

representation of this. 

3. When a notation has a 

prime, it is distinguished 

from the subset by being 

those points contained in 

the set I that are not 

interior to the subset. 

Figure 12 Venn Diagram A-4 For example, consider the 

notation (X+Y+Z)'; this denotes those points of the set I not 

contained in subsets X, Y, or Z. 

Another method of notation may be used to denote these 

quantities. However the above notations are used in the text 

of this study. 


